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Stone Woods
by Ruth Berman


Lime boughs
Opalescent bark
Divide in the dry winds

The stone forest
Withers in the desert
Yielding over years
To blowing sand

Fragile as wood
Giving way to stone
Or leaves to frost
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The Turvy Mirrors
by Ruth Berman


If we never turned round —
If instead
Living in space
Adapted to weightlessness
We turned over

And walked on Velcroed soles
Over the Velcroed surface
That had moments earlier
Been the ceiling
Along the way we aimed to go
Until at last we flipped
To foot it back again
Along the surface
Once again the floor —

Our mirrors would not
As it would seem to us
Reverse us right to left
But top to toe

Our physicists
Dreaming of the world
Beyond the looking glass
Would not speak of the handedness
Of mirror molecules
But of their heading.
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Gold Ring
by Ruth Berman

Found a gold ring in our backyard
Bright on new grassblades
One spring muddy morning
It didn’t take a fire to find
An inscription — initials inside
That matched our neighbors

It was her wedding ring
Lost scrambling in from a blizzard
And buried in new snow

Then blown
Over the fence
When the blower cleared the driveway

It wasn’t much of a quest
To return it
And it didn’t turn any of us invisible

But when you find a gold ring in the backyard
It makes a fairytale
Out of an April day
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How Many
by Ruth Berman

How many —
Well, it depends.
Self expression,
Room for one’s plenty.
Wings, by the way,
Give a real lift
To any grand jeté going.
Glory! sings the solitary dancer.

For mutual expression of esteem —
Also known as Love —
It has to have room for two.
Waltzes are especially mutual,
But some like fandangos
And some the turkey trot.
They’re usually not quite up to date.

Mostly, though, it’s a communal sort of thing,
The glory of the universe,
And you need eight at least,
And somewhere near a ninth to call:
Dive for the oyster!
Dig for the clam!
Not to mention, tenth,
Chagalling overhead
To make up the minyan,
The angel with the fiddle.

Reason you can never find pins
When you want them —
They’re out in use.
Pinhead dancefloors ring
Too high for mortal ears
To notes that tell the angels:
Honor your partners!
Promenade home!
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Cat Math
by Ruth Berman


	Addition

How many strokes
Of cheek against chair
Does it take to prove
Territorial rights?

	Geometry

Is any amount of bare space
Shining at the bottom of the foodbowl
Acceptable?

And how do you prove the negative
To humans?

	Calculus

Jump too close
And the parabola will be still ascending
Feet below the surface
Where their tangent
Should be level
Landing without lift or fall.

Jump too far
And the parabola will be descending
Feet below the surface.

Feet shouldn’t scrabble for purchase.
Cat math depends on dignity.
The derivative should be zero
Eyed before the leap
Into quadratics.
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Spacemail Only
by Ruth Berman


The new commemoratives are
For Spacemail only.

The Postal Service
Promises delivery within the century
Within the sector,
Or they can scan and send at speed-of-light,
Not counting whatever delays
Your missive may encounter
At its planetary system of delivery.

Besides the coils of rockets,
They’ve issued many attractive
Sheets of sf writers,
And the more photogenic dwarf or giant stars.

Pen Pals Interplanetary will assign you
An alien friend,
If you want to write.
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Witches' Checkout
by Ruth Berman


At the Witches' Supermarket
They sell enchanter’s night-shade,
Poisonous mushrooms canned or dried,
And sour grapes ready-made.

Over in dairy, the milk’s sour, too.
The bakery shelves are spread
With ginger-boys and ginger-girls
And Wonder Bread.

Variety meats move fast.
The gains
Come most from hearts and livers,
Eyes and brains.

Their stocks
Have box
On box
On box

Of Witch's Helper, all brands,
Priced low to sell,
Just the thing
To stretch a spell.

It doesn't matter
What you turn into
Just so it's improved
And new.

The change they make at check-out
When you’re through
Will curdle
You.

[published Dreams & Nightmares, January 2012, #91]


The Vampire’s Wedding
by Ruth Berman


The vampire was getting divorced
To marry a younger woman.

I rode with her on the bus
To the oldest and smallest
Of English cathedrals.

He flew.
The airplane couldn’t take off
Unless they all believed it could.
It rumbled on the runway and up
Over the terminal.
They all cheered as the plane rose higher
And bellied out on a cloud in the wind
Speeding to the cathedral.

Her family disapproved, thinking the vampire
Got his perpetual life from drinking the blood
Of young wife after young wife.
But he didn’t.
A vampire lives forever
Because vampires live forever.
That’s how vampires are.
It isn’t anything they do.
Only he got lonely, living forever,
So he married sometimes
And left them as they died.
It was lonely, living on, he said,
Unless there was someone to marry sometimes.
They thought he should have the decency to wait.

Looking out the window of the bus
I saw the cathedral
Reflected in the darkness of the sky,
Shining like a young comet,
Balanced on the point of its steeple,
Lighting itself
And the darkness of the land below.
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The Words of Mars
by Ruth Berman


I didn’t know the movie’s Barsoomian
Would touch me so.
Their language maven went through all the books
And piled up some hundreds of the words of Mars.

No syntax, but John Carter said
It was easy to learn,
So the linguist guided his inventions
By aiming at simplicity of structure.

The result isn’t a language I can understand
Watching the movie
(And it’s not so good that I want to go
And see it more,
Though good enough to make me glad I went) —
But the result’s a language I can recognize.

There they are, talking of tharks and jeddaks.
“Kaor!” they say in greeting.
And I haven’t read the Mars books since I was a teen,
But I start to cry.

It’s like recognizing your ancestral language.
Most Americans can recognize their own,
Though most can’t understand them.

Barsoomian is the native language
Science fiction fans can recognize
That says they are among their landsmen.

“Kaor!” I greet the screen.
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Herschel Harmony
by Ruth Berman

Herschel played
Violin oboe organ

Wrote oratorios
For his sister to sing

Symphonies
Marches

Composition led him
Through harmonics

Into 
Optics

Took him to shaping mirrors
Building telescopes

Brother and sister
Watched the nights

Reflected
In the turning hours

Frederick William found a planet
Never before seen

Caroline Lucretia
Found new comets

Turning from music
They could hear

They watched the music
Of the spheres.
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A Dream of Simulacra
by Ruth Berman


The programs
And the expensive apparent human forms
They manifested themselves in
Had gotten disturbingly lifelike
Without any real increase
In computational power.

The manufacturers had decided
It was time to downsize them
And not have avatars
Pestering the customers.

No, we weren’t worrying
About cruelty.
None of them passed the Turing Test.
All you had to do was talk to them ten minutes
To be sure there wasn’t conscious thought there
But just sophisticated conversation routines
Choosing selections of your words
And echoing them back to you in variation.

All the same, the avatars were, well, disturbing.
That, after all, was the problem.

This sandy-haired little boy looked right at me
And asked me to be sure to call him
When I got back in town.
I said sure.

Sherlock Holmes, sitting on a bench in a corner,
Leaned his head against the wall
And sometimes played a melancholy
Tune on his violin,
Thinking apparently melancholy
Thoughts as he played.
Except sometimes he stopped playing
And just sat there,
Thinking his thoughts
While the tune went on playing
In the air around him,
Unfazed by the space between bow and strings.

You’d have thought the discrepancy
Would’ve bothered Holmes,
Or at least whatever passes for botheration
In the logic circuits of a program
That hasn’t passed the Turing Test
But does an otherwise good simulation.

But Holmes never noticed
Whether he was playing a melancholy tune or not —
Just sat there, leaning his head against the wall
And all the while the tune played around him
Whether he played or not.

I thought about telling him
I was a real fan,
And he would’ve thanked me,
But it wouldn’t’ve sounded
As if he meant anything by it,
And it wouldn’t’ve stopped the tune.

The kid’s not supposed to be going to be there
To be called tomorrow.

They’re discontinuing the line.

Maybe I’ll try ringing him up anyway
When I get off the plane.



